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Guidance for Applicants 

Please read carefully before completing your application form. 

These notes for applicants are supplied to assist you with your application.  You 

should read them carefully to make sure that the job and conditions are suitable. 

Application Form 

Please complete using the Highland Hospice Application Form.  Applications should not 

be submitted on the NHS Scotland Application Form.  The form should be completed 

on-line or in your own handwriting, using black ink to allow clear photocopies to be 

made. 

Please ensure that all the sections of the application form are completed.  Please do 

not submit a C.V. 

Completing the application form in full ensures we receive the same type of 

information from all applicants and ensures you directly address the selection 

criteria. 

Completing the Form 

Please make sure you clearly state on the application form the post that you are 

applying for. 

Your application should provide us with as much relevant information as possible.   

The application form will provide the only information we have about you.  Please 

complete all sections of the form. 

You are asked to complete details on your qualifications.  We do not need a full 

account of your education here but please mention qualifications and/or training 

which are necessary or relevant to the job for which you have applied. 

You are asked to complete a statement in support of your application.  This is the 

most important part of the form and should be used to tell us how you think 

you meet the selection criteria listed on the job description.  Please draw 

particular attention to experience, skills achievement and knowledge gained in 

past employment or other activities which are relevant to the job. 
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References 

Please provide the names and addresses (including the e-mail address where 

possible) of two referees, one of whom should be your current employer at a senior 

level) who can provide personal knowledge of your work and suitability for the job.  

Relatives are not eligible to give references. 

If you are currently not in employment, please nominate your last employer as one of 

your referees. 

For school leavers, college or university graduates and those who have not been in 

employment, please supply the names and addresses of character referees. 

Disclosure Scotland 

Posts considered to be within Regulated Work with Children and/or Protected Adults 

will require membership of the Disclosure Scotland Protection of Vulnerable Groups 

Scheme (PVG) as a condition of employment 

Further information on the PVG Scheme membership can be found at the following: 

www.disclosurescotland.co.uk/pvg 

For other roles not considered to be within Regulated Work with Children and/or 

Protected Adults a standard disclosure may be required and the cost will be met by 

Highland Hospice. 

Failure to disclose convictions could result in dismissal or disciplinary action.  Any 

information you provide will be treated in the strictest confidence and considered 

only in relation to the post for which this application form refers.  

Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 – Self Declaration Form 

Highland Hospice is exempt from the 1974 Rehabilitation Of Offenders Act 

(Exclusions & Exceptions) (Scotland) Order 2003 (as amended).  You will be asked 

to complete this form if you are successful in being shortlisted for interview. This 

means that unless stated in the job description, person specification or 

application pack, you must complete and return this form to disclose whether you 

have any ‘unspent’ convictions or ‘relevant spent’ convictions.  Any failure to disclose 

such convictions could result in withdrawal of offer, dismissal or disciplinary action if 

you are offered employment.  Any information you give will be considered only in 

relation to the post for which this application form refers.  Information will be 

http://www.disclosurescotland.co.uk/pvg
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verified by Disclosure Scotland for relevant posts and only be used for the 

purpose of considering your suitability and eligibility for the post you have 

applied for. 

Having a conviction will not automatically bar you from employment or voluntary 

work with Highland Hospice.  Where a conviction is disclosed the nature of the 

conviction will be risk assessed before a decision is taken on whether or not to 

proceed with the conditional offer of employment/volunteer agreement.   

 

What are unspent convictions?  

Convictions are ‘unspent’ until a specified period of time (rehabilitation period) has 

passed and until that period of time has lapsed the ‘unspent’ convictions must 

always be disclosed.  Rehabilitation periods are determined in law and if you are 

unsure whether or not a conviction is unspent you should contact Disclosure 

Scotland in confidence on 03000 2000 40 for clarification. 

 

What are relevant spent convictions? 

1. Convictions that must always be disclosed regardless of when the offence 

occurred OR convictions that are not yet ‘protected’.  Convictions become ‘spent’ 

once the rehabilitation period has passed although there are some convictions that 

must always be disclosed even after they are spent.  These offences appear on 

Disclosure Scotland’s ‘Offences which must always be disclosed’ list.  Offences on 

this list must always be disclosed whether they are spent or unspent.  You will 

find a list of offences that must always be disclosed at the following website:     

https://www.mygov.scot/offences-always-disclosed/  

 

2. Some convictions must be disclosed for a specified period of time after they 

become spent and these offences appear on Disclosure Scotland’s ‘Offences which 

are to be disclosed subject to rules’ list.  Offences on this list must be disclosed 

until they become protected.  You will find a list of offences that must be 

disclosed before they become protected at the following website:  

https://www.mygov.scot/offences-disclosed-rules/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mygov.scot/offences-always-disclosed/
https://www.mygov.scot/offences-disclosed-rules/
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Convictions on the “rules list” that do not need to be disclosed because the specified 

period of time has passed are outlined in the table below.  

 

Age at Conviction  Period of disclosure 

from date of conviction 

Action 

18 years or older 15 years No disclosure after 15 years 

Younger than 18 years 7.5 years No disclosure after 7.5 years 

 

Summary – what do I need to disclose? 

 

Unspent convictions Spent convictions that 

must always be 

disclosed (refer to list) 

Spent convictions on the rules list that 

are not yet protected.  

 

Please refer to webpages – spent convictions that must always be disclosed:  

https://www.mygov.scot/offences-always-disclosed/ 

 

Spent convictions on the rules list that are not yet protected: 

https://www.mygov.scot/offences-disclosed-rules/  

 

Please note that spent convictions that do not appear on either of these lists do not 

need to be disclosed.   

 

See overleaf for flowchart 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.mygov.scot/offences-always-disclosed/
https://www.mygov.scot/offences-disclosed-rules/
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Equal Opportunities 

Highland Hospice recognises the benefits of a diverse workforce.  We are committed 

to eliminating discrimination on the grounds of gender, sexuality, marital status, 

ethnic origin, age, disability or any other non-job related factors. 

It is our intention to appoint the best candidate for every vacancy.  To do this we ask 

all applicants to provide relevant information about themselves.  Completing the 

Equal Opportunities monitoring form helps us to monitor the effectiveness of our 

Equal Opportunities policy.  The information provided on the form is not part of the 

selection procedure. 

Confirmation of Eligibility to work in the UK 

Highland Hospice has a legal obligation to ensure that its employees, both EEA and 

non EEA national, are legally entitled to work in the United Kingdom.  Before any 

person can commence employment within Highland Hospice they will need to 

provide documentation to prove that they are eligible to work in the UK.  Non EEA 

nationals will be required to show evidence that either Entry Clearance or leave to 

remain in the UK has been granted for the work which they are applying to do.  

Where an individual is subject to immigration control under no circumstances will 

they be allowed to commence employment until the right to work has been verified.  

ALL applicants regardless of nationality must complete and return the Confirmation 

of Eligibility to Work in the UK Statement with their completed application form.  You 

will be required to provide appropriate documentation prior to any appointment being 

made. 

Returning your Application 

Please make sure you send your form to the correct e-mail/postal address and 

ensure your form arrives before the closing date. 

All applications which provide an e-mail address will receive an e-mail reply 

providing confirmation of receipt. 

For postal applications please note that charges levied by The Royal Mail are based 

on the envelope/package size.  It is your responsibility to ensure that the correct 

postage cost is paid when returning your completed application. 


